International workshop on recent archaeometallurgical research

The Archaeometallurgical Perspective of Bronze Age Scandinavia

Arranged by the Materials, Culture and Heritage Research Program - Department of Archaeology and Heritage Studies, School of Culture and Society, Aarhus University

Placed at Moesgaard, Aarhus University
25-26 September 2018
Moesgaard Museum, Auditorium 1
10.00 - 17.00

http://events.au.dk/ArchaeometallurgicalPerspective2018

Call for posters

This international workshop, financed by the Independent Research Fund Sapere Aude programme, shall unite the research done around Scandinavian metal and metal trade and aims to present a united picture for the trajectory of the metal trade over the course of the entire Bronze Age. Nine confirmed speakers will represent the state-of-the-art research of archaeometallurgical investigations within and about Scandinavia.

During a reception, Tuesday afternoon, a poster presentation of projects working on archaeometallurgical topics with material from Scandinavia or with a Scandinavian relation shall be held. All interested scholars are asked to submit an abstract with a poster idea/ project description no later than 10th of September to:

Heide Wrobel Nørgaard farkhw@cas.au.dk

Poster size/style: Posters should not extend 120 x 150 cm (DIN A1) and shall display clearly the title plus author and affiliations. The normal text size is around 16-20 point and shall be supported by pictures. Handouts are desired.